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Technical Specifications

Qualification….…...............MIL-STD 810F

EMI/RFI…………...............MIL-STD 461F

Operational service life … 50,000 hours

Useful service life……….. 25 years
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The BPAM is a Breech Plate and Magazine solution for
the CAFDS Chaff and Flare Dispensing system.

Each BPAM can contain up to 30 payloads of chaff or
flares, a mix of them (RR-170, RR-180 or M-206), or 15
payloads of MJU-7 IR flares.

The BPAM interfaces with the SDU Smart Dispensing
Unit, which provides the dispensing commands to the
BPAM.

In a typical installation, the BPAM can be mounted on
each side of a pylon or externally on both sides of the
aircraft with an aerodynamic nose fairing. Other
common installations are flush mounted installation
inside the aircraft, or installation.

The CAFDS system the aircraft from air-to-air
and surface-to-air radar and heat seeking missiles. The
system enhances aircraft survivability and ensures
mission completion, while supporting current and future
needs, with low weight .
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About Niron Systems & Projects
Niron Systems & Projects is a recognized
provider of sophisticated technological
solutions for defense and Homeland
Security applications. With many years of
accumulated experience backing a strong
command of the most advanced modern
technologies, company engineers specialize
in the development and production of
integrated solutions for a variety of manned
and unmanned airborne, ground, and
surface naval platforms. These include
control systems for weapon delivery and
Chaff & Flare Dispensing Systems (CFDS);
mission and communication computers;
display and switching units; hardware and
software solutions for real-time systems.
The company also provides unique turnkey
project management and ongoing customer
support services for non-standard
technological programs requiring close
professional accompaniment.
Niron Services & Projects is certified to
ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 90003:2004.


